
FRANKFURT | FULL-TIME EMPLOYEE | PROFESSIONAL/EXPERIENCED

Google Business Analyst (w/m/d)
The TMS Group, headquartered in Frankfurt, is one of the leading trade marketing agencies in
Germany. Our main focus is our customers, whom we support day by day in all areas of
classic field sales and marketing.

In addition to our extensive network of dedicated employees and our digitalized sales
processes, we focus on speed, flexibility, and utmost service as our core value
proposition.

We are looking for an experienced Business Analyst (m/f/d) to support our internal
Google project team in Frankfurt.

 

Benefits 

A permanent employment contract, attractive remuneration, additional vacation days,
employee benefits, multiple team events, flexible working hours, no weekend work
A secure workplace even in times of Covid-19
Excellent IT equipment for remote work within a hybrid model
A highly motivated team with a strong team spirit that wants to achieve great things
together
A corporate culture that you can shape, and that enables you to grow and advance as part
of it



A structured onboarding process for new colleagues and a personalized buddy
program as part of the TMS culture

Responsibilities:

Central contact person for project management, customers, and field service in
the field of data management
Independent preparation of raw data for use in standard and ad-hoc reports (via
Excel, SQL, or comparable tools)
Visualization of the collected data
Creation of various internal and external presentations in PowerPoint or other
comparable tools
Provision of solutions and data-based recommendations for future actions
Continuous development and automation of existing reports
Documentation of requirements for the ongoing development of an existing dashboard, as
well as maintenance of the master database

Must-Haves:

Completed studies (preferably in business administration/business informatics/computer
science) or comparable training with focus on computer science and process optimization
is required
At least 2 years of practical experience in the field of data evaluation and analysis of
complex data sets, preferably for customers in the consumer electronics industry
Ability to answer questions based on credible data, and use of Excel not only limited to the
application of basic arithmetic operations
Knowledge of BI tools and visualization tools (Tableau, Power Bl or QlikView), as well as of
(SQL) databases is an advantage
Strong communication skills (German and English B2- C1), dedication and commitment,
as well as a hands-on business mentality set you apart
You are eager to develop ideas as part of a team while being confident to implement them
independently

TMS Contact: 

Michelle Bauer
069-405625-427

Referenznummer: KP 1164

Jetzt bewerben

via WhatsApp bewerben

https://tmsgmbh.onlyfy.jobs/apply/30arvh8s416fsmnsouih666jnwzr2zm
https://tmsgmbh.pitchyou.de/go/30arvh8s416fsmnsouih666jnwzr2zm

